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Supporting the Research and Development Center in its intensified drive to 
escalating the research culture of the university, the College of Arts and Sciences 
conducted another wave of student research seminar last August 24, 2018 at the 
Grade School Mini-Auditorium which aimed at strengthening the research knowledge 
and capability of the CAS students particularly the 4th year students enrolled in thesis 
writing class. 

Empowered to share their disciplinal and research know-how, faculty 
researchers from the said college served as resource speakers specifically Dr. Nonet 
A. Cuy, CAS research coordinator who discussed research methodology, sharing the 
research plan which describes the sources and kind of information related to the 
research problem and a strategy indicating the method which will be employed for 
collecting and examining the data. Meanwhile, Prof. Paulo  Emmanuel G. Baysac dealt 
with the presentation, analysis and interpretation of data. He explained the proper way 
of analyzing and interpreting collected data by giving them concrete examples. Finally, 
Prof. Sherill S. Villaluz tackled the summary of findings, conclusions and 
recommendations. She distinguished between writing findings and drawing 
conclusions. She also iterated that recommendations should be congruent with the 
findings and conclusions. Topping her talk, she mentioned the correct way of 
referencing using APA format which should be observed even 
in in-text citation. 

Before the seminar, student attendees were given 
research training needs assessment in order to identify their 
priority areas germane to their research needs. 

Arts and Sciences beefs up student research know-how
By: Prof. Olivia J. Factoriza 

Faculty, Heads Retool for Anti-Plagiarism
By: Dr. Nonet A. Cuy

 Continuing unabated in its intellectual integrity pursuit, the Research and 
Development Center in cooperation with Libtech Product Support organized a 4-hour 
retooling seminar on the world top leading anti-plagiarism software, Turnitin for the 
university heads and faculty on July 31, 2018 at Computer Laboratory 1. 
 Dr. Pedrito Jose V. Bermudo, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences and 
its faculty composed the session 1 along with the attendees from the College of 
Criminology and College of International Hospitality Management. Meanwhile, 
representing the 2nd session were the participants from the College of Business and 
Accountancy headed by Dr. Ernersto Serrano Jr., Basic Education Department 
teachers led by their principal, Mr. Michael Harold R. Pagsuyuin and faculty from the 
College of Engineering and Aviation.  Completing the rounds of retooling activity were 
the professors from College of Maritime Education and College of Computer Studies 
as well as teachers from the Senior High School who formed the 3rd session.  
 Nelvin Ace C. Cabanto and Nhori D. Jarquio, Libtech personnel served as 
retooling facilitators along with Dr. Leomar S. Galicia, Research Director, who 
remarked in his opening statement that: “…the university will never stop underscoring 
academic integrity through intellectual honesty not only in the instructional process of 
the institution but all the more for its research endeavors.” 
 Another retooling seminar for Turnitin is scheduled next year to ensure that 
its users are familiar with the new features of the software interface.
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 As the academe welcomes 
another batch of Perpetualites, it also 
goes th rough the cyc l i ca l and 
monumental task of refilling its tank for 
service and instruction ensuring that 
every department will be fueled and 
sustained with upright directives and 
motivation. Each new academic year 
marks the end of “what could have been” 
and the beginning of “what has to be 
done”  as our university envisions another 
round of scholastic activities which is 
strategically planned to be better than 
the previous ones.
 Treading closer to our vision of 
being a research-renowned institution, 
the Research and Development Center 
introduces “The Probe”  as its official 
newsletter. Articulated by the name itself, 
this publication aims to explore into 
greater depth and possibilities for 
improvement to intensify the research 
culture in our university and  hit our target 
o f develop ing research-or iented 
professionals who will produce high 
impact s tud ies that are loca l ly 
responsive, globally competitive, and 
worthy of publication and citation.
 Apart from updating on the 
latest events, more importantly this  
communication aims to inspire both 
Perpetualite mentors and students and 
help one another find the sense of 
achievement through research works.
 Cheers to another yielding 
academic year!

                                        Leading the Present, Innovating the Future through Research

Interjecting academic  integrity. UPHSL department heads and faculty from colleges 
and departments attended the Turnitin retooling seminar  which  emphasized the value 
of intellectual honesty and scholarly works especially in conducting research tasks. 


